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From the Editor – Graham Whittington

Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. Articles from ‘first-time’ contributors are particularly welcome – book
reviews, visit or interest reports, etc. Things you take for granted may not be known
to other members but will be of interest to them.
The next edition will be published in July 2020 – copy needed by 8th June. Please
send copy, electronically if possible as a WORD document, to
graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed.
Views expressed in articles are not necessarily those of the editor!
Full details of OS visits have been on the website for a few weeks now (and see
page 25). Spaces on some of the events are limited, so if you are interested in
attending any of these events, please contact neilgrant2@yahoo.co.uk. Some
visits may have to be postponed or cancelled due to the coronavirus.
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Lots More on the 3.7”AA Gun
Rob Morgan’s query in OSNL 127 prompted several interesting responses, including
one from Rob himself in which he mentions an article on the use of the 3.7” AA gun
written by Allan Machin and published over two OSNL issues. I have included
extracts from this article and recommend that it is read in full – issues 98 and 99 which can be downloaded from the publications page.
See also
https://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=114&t=238403 (Axis History Forum) for
47 pages of debate on the subject!
1. Response From Major Colin Robins OBE MA (Cantab) FRHistS
Rob Morgan invites comment on why UK did not use the 3.7 AA gun as the Boche
used their similar calibre 88mm. This is an old one!
In 1953, after commissioning from Sandhurst in the RA, I was earmarked for a
degree course at Cambridge and was ‘parked’ at a convenient Regiment in UK
until term started. The regiment concerned was 21 Heavy AA, at Chester and we
were armed with mobile 3.7’s and also responsible for manning a superb gunsite of
naval 5.5 guns, the secondary armament of battleships like HMS Vanguard.
Positioned as single-gun turrets, in concrete emplacements, at Leasowe in the Wirral
as protection for Liverpool these were the most amazing guns ever manned by RA.
Radar sets and computers (‘predictors’) controlled their direction and elevation
and loading was by hydraulic rams. The detachment’s role was largely to ensure
that the machines all worked as intended. But I digress.
In barracks and for use at different sites around Liverpool as required we had the
mobile 3.7s. A lovely gun itself, but an old ‘Austin 7’ compared with the ‘Rolls Royce’
5.5s. Inevitably the comparison with the German 88mm arose as the 3.7 had very
little use as a ground to ground weapon in the Western Desert, still then fresh in
military minds. Others may know better but the reason fed to us was that contrary to
the usual experience of British engineering producing an over-engineered product,
while the Germans used closer tolerances all round, in this case the opposite
applied. Apparently our mounting and carriage was just enough for the high-angle
role of AA artillery, while the mounting of the German 88mm had been vastly over
designed for that role. The different stresses on the mounting of near-horizontal fire,
compared with high-angle where the main recoil force is at once transferred to the
ground, is clear. This proved fortuitous for use in the ground role where the 3.7 could
not take it, but the 88 could.
If others have better explanations, I shall be interested to hear them, but it is now
too late! With the abolition of AA Command in the mid-1950s, the HAA regiments
were all re-gunned, and, shed a tear, the beautiful 5.5s were cut up as scrap.
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2. Response From Rob Morgan
Colin Robin’s response is a 'gunner’s response', dealing with the 3.7in as a gun on a
carriage.... and that's not the question I posed. I've also had a couple of notes from
members I've corresponded with in the past on the subject of the 3.7in gun. My
question in the last issue seems to have been completely misinterpreted.
The potential of the 3.7in as an anti-tank gun, or indeed a field gun on occasion is
not in dispute. My comment was on one matter alone. The reason why the 3.7in a
large gun and powerful, was not mounted on an AFV for service in the war. Was it
evaluated for the purpose?
There were two articles in successive newsletters on the subject of the RA's use of
the 3.7in gun as Colin Robins indicates. These two lengthy articles were written by a
gunnery officer who served the weapon in Normandy. They brought some very
sound and to me, new, information and were well received.
The question why not use the 3.7in like the '88' is indeed as the Major says an 'old
one'. Little more to add to existing comment, and a decade’s old debate......but
what I wonder is this.
Given the power of the weapon, why it was not used or trialled (or was it actually
trialled?) as an AFV Mounted gun. Was the 17pdr chosen instead of it? Was the
17pdr compared with the 3.7in- possibly?
I think the reply misses the single essential point...88= a/a gun. a/t gun, and afv gun.
Field gun too, on occasion I understand. While 3.7in= a/a/ gun, reserve a/t gun, but
only an afv gun in the case of one rare tank prototype. Why?
Yes I am aware that post war the 3.7in was used as a long range field gun by the
Burmese army against rebels, and possibly by the Portuguese in the same way in
Mozambique and Angola.
3. Extracts from The 3.7 inch gun and its role in World War 2, by Allan Machin,
(Formerly, Royal Artillery) – OSNL 98 and 99
There are a lot of articles on the internet that state the British 3.7 inch mobile (Mks 1
and 3) anti-aircraft gun was not used by the British army in the same way as the
German 88mm Flak gun; that is, as a field gun and an anti-tank gun. This is not true;
it was used for that purpose extensively. I served on a 3.7 inch gun detachment
throughout the entire war having been mobilized with the Territorial Army in 1939,
and performed every roll possible on that gun i.e., loader, fuse setter, breech
operator, gun layer, and for 3 years was a limber gunner (that is responsible for the
maintenance of that particular gun full time) until I was promoted to an N.C.O. and
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became 2nd in Command of the gun. I was later in Normandy promoted again
and made No 1 in command of the gun, until the end of hostilities in 1945, when the
guns were eventually mothballed and returned back to ordnance.
It was quickly found out that the six pounder anti-tank gun was not efficient against
the German armour when they arrived in the desert against the 8 th army. It had
been able to cope against the Italian tanks and also against the Japanese in the
Far East, but the German tanks were too tough. The 25 pounders and 3.7 inch guns
had to be brought in to cope with this added problem, because the 17 pounder
anti-tank gun had not been put into service at that period of time. The Germans’
used their 88mm Flak guns with deadly effect in the desert against our forces as a
field weapon, and coupled with their added range and higher muzzle velocity we
did not have the immediate answer. It did not take long for the British to extend the
use of the 3.7 inch AA gun which had a slightly larger and heavier shell to even
things up. Also in the UK the 3.7 inch mobile gun in addition to anti-aircraft defence
was also being used for coastal defence on cliff tops against submarine and
torpedo boats.
When we were preparing for the landing in Normandy it had to be carefully
planned what we had to take for immediate use after the landing. We had been
trained to land in six feet of water and everything had to be waterproofed. The
traversing gears and roller bearings, the elevation gears, all had to be sealed to be
protected from salt water, the gun breach, and all electric dials as well. Nothing
had to be neglected that could be essential to the workings of the gun. The
exhaust system of every vehicle had to be extended to come over the cab so that
no water could get back into the engine and stop it. After landing there was a
“stage one” de-water proofing drill as soon as we could get clear of the beach and
strip off all sealing compound that prevented the guns from being fired. The rest
could be removed later. On loading the towing vehicles we had been instructed
what type of ammunition to place on each vehicle, so that we had on immediate
hand the ammunition we were considered likely to need. 60 rounds of armour
piercing, 100 rounds of percussion, and the remaining ammunition space with time
fuse. Seeing that time fused rounds were also used for ground targets to deliver air
bursts over the heads of personal not protected by armour, as that type of shell
caused considerably more casualties than shells that exploded on impact with the
ground, does this look as though we were intended to be used in an anti-aircraft roll
only?. During the whole of the Normandy campaign and right up to the end of the
war at the River Elbe, we were only used in an anti-aircraft roll three times briefly,
and one of them was in a dual role in front of Arnhem where we had to be
prepared to defend the bridge at Nijmegan in case the Germans tried to bomb it,
as it was the only road back into Holland, as well as trying to help our 1 st airborne
division trapped in there.
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4. And Finally - From Trevor Parker
Like a number of our readers I was (and still am) a fan of the Ian Allan booklets on
military topics but had never seen “British Tanks 1915 – 1945” booklet before. I was
struck by the reference to a 3.7-in Tank Gun which rang a slight bell with me (more
of this later).
Using Wikipedia the facts began to become clear; there was a project to develop
a tank capable of attacking German strongpoints in France (an assault tank) which
required very heavy armour and a new more powerful gun. The latter was a design
based on the 3.7-in AA gun and designated the ‘Ordnance QF 32 Pounder Gun’
which used new, separate loading ammunition. The very heavy, relatively slow tank
being named the Tortoise.
So to try and answer Rob’s questions at the end of his article, my guess is that this
large gun wasn’t adopted as the standard tank gun because it was unnecessary as
the 17-pr with its APC and then APCBC ammunition was a match for the
contemporary German tanks. Development resources were not infinite, so perhaps
it was a case of “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”. The Tortoise was slow and unsuitable
for open tank warfare, which of course it wasn’t designed for.
This didn’t really gel with my earlier
recollection of a 3.7-in Tank Gun and
after some searching through my books
I found a re-print (from the much
missed
Bryan
Martin’s
DP&G
Publications) pamphlet with the front
cover shown below:
I had never heard of a tank mortar, let
alone a mortar with a different calibre
to the standard 2-in, 3-in and 4.2-in
calibres before. Reading through the
pamphlet it soon became clear why I
was confused – the “3.7-inch QF
Mortar” was to all intents and purposes
a 3.7-in rifled gun with a breech and
firing ‘fixed ammunition’.
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See drawings of the gun barrel and ammunition below:

Interestingly the chapter on the
mounting of the mortar in the
turret also mentions the 3-pr gun
as an option, which must refer to
the 3-pr 2-cwt gun. Both this gun
and the 3.7-in Mortar are
examples of tank armaments
which were developed and
introduced during the inter-war
years but were obsolete before
the start of WW2.
I have had examples of the 3-pr
2-cwt
ammunition
in
my
collection, but never seen a short
3.7-inch fixed round case.
I’ve also found a reference to the
following book, but no copies
seem to be available - TANK
TRAINING 1936: 3 Pounder Gun
and 3.7in Mortar published by
Military Library Research, 2011 –
ISBN 1847914993, 9781847914996
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Query From Piotr Kurzawa - szczawju@gmail.com
Below are two pictures from Swinemünde post-war about 1946-7, three big barrels
(being cut up for scrap) and one complete (barrel + shield + carriage) 15 cm gun
on left. All the guns are unknown to us – can anyone help, please?
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From Alastair Fyfe
Trophy Guns in Lincoln
The Museum of Lincolnshire Life has two trophy guns on display at its home in an
1857 defensible Militia barracks at Lincoln. One is Japanese and from WW2, while
the other is German and from WW1. The guns are squeezed into separate corners
and have only very limited information about them on display.
Second World War: Its display board states “Japanese gun: Japanese 37mm A/Tk (anti-tank) gun. It was captured at Ramree,
Burma in 1944 by the 1st Battalion, Lincolnshire Regiment.”

Maybe a Type 94 37mm anti-tank gun. Note that, unlike the one at Fort Nelson, this
one has no shield.
First World War: Its display board states “German field gun: This is one of a complete battery, captured by the 1st Battalion,
Lincolnshire Regiment at the Battle of Marne on 8th September 1914. These were the
first guns to be captured from the enemy by the British Expeditionary Force during
the First World War”
This gun is logged as a 7.7mm feldkanone 96n/a in the Database of the WW1
Surviving Artillery
(http://www.passioncompassion1418.com/canons/english_canonsindex_nationphp
.php).
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The story of the action of the 1st Battalion of the Lincolnshire regiment in September
1914 is recorded in The History of the Lincolnshire Regiment 1914-1918
(https://archive.org/stream/TheHistoryOfTheLincolnshireRegiment19141918/TheHistoryOfTheLincolnshireRegiment-C.r.Simpson_djvu.txt).
BATTERY CAPTURED Sept. 9th,[1914]
The 3rd Division crossed the Marne at Nanteuil, the 5th Division at Saacy, about
a mile to the south-west. Before 9 a.m., the vanguards of both Divisions had
established themselves on the heights of the northern bank. The 9th Brigade
which, formed the advance guard of the 3rd Division, advanced without
difficulty, and by 10.30 a.m., Brigadier General Shaw had established his
headquarters at Bezu. But the advance guard of the 5th Division was opposed
by heavy shell-fire from concealed batteries at various points.
Whilst the 1st Lincolnshire was halted in a field near Bezu, Lieut.-Colonel Smith,
commanding the battalion, received a message from the Brigade, informing
him that "a German battery was doing serious damage by shelling our column
approaching the Marne," and telling him to try and capture it. The country
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north of the Marne is very hilly and wooded. ……..Lieut.-Colonel Smith, with two
companies, C and D, worked through the woods west of Bezu, crept up to
within one hundred and fifty yards of the guns and shot down the German
gunners, and their escort, almost to a man. Dashing out of the thicket to
secure the guns, however, they were fired upon by the 65th (Howitzer) Battery,
and compelled again to seek cover with a loss of four officers and some thirty
men killed or wounded. This unfortunate mistake arose from the 65th Battery
believing that the German battery had been silenced by some other British
artillery and that the men of the Lincolnshire were German gunners returning to
their abandoned guns.
The guns were removed by the 5th Divisional Ammunition Column next
morning and removed to Coulommiers, whence they were despatched to
England. One of the guns was for- formerly to be seen at the Royal United
Service Institution, but was removed to the depot of the Regiment at Lincoln in
1928.
The following is from a verbal description: …...
" ' Never have I had such big gun hunting. We first started in file, not knowing if
Germans were in the wood or not — we never knew when machine-guns
would open on us unawares as we crossed the many side tracks in the wood.
At last, after some time, we came to a broad ride and felt that here at least
the Bosche must surely have someone, as the reports of his guns seemed quite
close. A minute's anxiety as we pushed a few men across at intervals, and as
no horrid "phut, phut" came, I got my Company over and formed them into
line, C Company doing the same on my right, to beat through the wood. I
went ahead ……. and as we got near to the further edge we went warily and
silently, followed by our men, who had thoroughly entered into the spirit of our
hunt. As Thruston and I got near to the edge we distinctly saw the German
artillery in line, firing at right angles to our advance on their left, and nearest
gun about one hundred and fifty yards from the wood, and to our horror, we
also saw a few yards off a Bosche sentry looking in our direction. We stopped
dead for what seemed an age, and then to our relief, he turned away and
walked slowly off. Suddenly, however, he stopped again, and we saw that he
thought all was not well as he looked in our direction. I now felt that the game
was up and called to Thruston, who was carrying a rifle to ' down him.' No
sooner said than the Bosche was shot and our men, who were level with us,
opened fire on the German gunners: these, taken entirely by surprise, tried to
turn their guns round on us, but long before this was done we had shot them
down.' " This gallant little exploit cost the enemy a battery of field guns and a
heavy casualty list.
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Some more details and pictures of the capture of this gun can be found on the
British Newspaper Archive (https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/). One
picture shows some of the guns on railway wagons.

Other images show one of the captured guns on display outside the War Office in
London and described as the first trophy of its kind to be exhibited in this country.
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==========================================================
Historic context: Manufactured since 1904 by Krupp and RheinMetall and introduced in the
batteries from 1906, that fieldgun was the backbone of the light artillery of the German army. This
country entered in war in 1914 with 5068 guns of that type, organised in powerful 6 guns batteries for
the field artillery and 4 guns batteries for the cavalry divisions. 3744 fieldguns 77 FK 96 n/A were still in
service at the armistice. This was a modern and efficient gun, whose performance was comparable
to the French "75", but for the maximum range (500m lower for the German gun with the initial shell
type).
Technical data:
Complete description: 77mm light fieldgun M 1896 n/A
Design year: 1904
Calibre: 77.00 mm
Weight in firing position: 971 kg
Weight for transportation: 1477 kg without the ammunition trailer, 1812 kg with it
Tube length in calibres: 27.00 (total tube length) - 21.2 for the grooved part only
Grooves: 32 (progressive angle)
Projectile weight: 6.85 kg
Initial speed: 465 m/s
Fire rate: 12 rounds / min
Range: 7800 m to 8300 m
Elevation range: -13 / +15 degrees
Direction range: 8 degrees total range
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From Christian Cholet
The Whale Hunting Gun Used Like a Swivel-gun
Last spring I visited the
Musée des pêcheries, in
Fécamp (Normandie). A
small iron and brass
canon was set up in a
window
case:
quite
strange, looking unique.
The sign indicated it was
a swivel-gun…..
I stayed puzzled in front of
the rear end wondering if
it was breech loading,
what the purpose of the
two protruding boxes was,
why such a curious sight
device ?
The sign test read:
A privateer ship, called the “Intrépide”, which was fitted out in Dieppe, captured the
English brig “Harmony” on October 29th 1808. As she was captured off the coast of
Fécamp, she had to be brought into port there, according to official regulations, to
be sold by an official agent. Charles Le Borgne, a merchant in Fécamp, was in charge
of this.
I found the answer later in the “Journal of the Ordnance Society” volume 22-2010 in a
very good article entitled “The evolution of the harpoon gun for the Artic and South
Sea whale fisheries in the 18th and 19th centuries” by Arthur G. Gredland. The two
boxes mounted on both sides of the barrel enclosed flintlocks protecting priming
powder from sea sprays and damp atmosphere. The use of two locks ensured more
reliable firing.
The name HARMONY is engraved on the right hand box containing the flintlock. The
bronze barrel is stamped G WALLIS HULL. The sight device also shows the name
WALLIS as well as an unreadable word.
Instead of a harpoon a calculated weight of powder was loaded together with a
projectile. The caliber was probably small and maybe no standard round shots were
available. The hail canister was probably hand-crafted. In this way fitting out the gun
became an anti-personnel weapon which was dissuasive in close fighting.
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From Steve Walton
More On the Plough-Gun (and Other Interesting Ideas)
In response to Rob Morgan ("More on the Plough-Gun”, ONL 127, responding to Geoff
Smith, “Another Odd Gun”, ONL 126), who asked “Presumably a patent would need
some instructive text to accompany any drawings?” Indeed, US patents do. UK readers
may be interested to know that all US Patents are all available through the US Patent
and Trademark Office (uspto.gov) but even more easily though patents.google.com.
Keyword searching for nineteenth-century patents is hit or miss, but if you know the
number, it is easy to find it at the Google site: put a “US” before the patent number,
without any comma, and it should pop right up. All patents will have specifications on
page 2 onward.
At any rate, with regard to patent no. 35,600 for “Improvement in combined plow and
gun,” C.M. French and W.H. Fancher claimed that their invention would enable “those
in agricultural pursuits to have at hand an efficient weapon of defence at a very slight
expense in addition to that of a common and indispensable implement [the plow], and
one that is hardly inferior as regards the means of moving, planting, and directing to
that of expensive light ordinance on wheels.”
French and Fancher were from Waterloo, New York, which is a farming area between
Rochester and Syracuse in the northern tier of the state where the Erie Canal runs.
Geoff Smith had pointed out that the U.S. Civil War had started, and given that this
patent was issued in June 1862, it was likely submitted in late 1861 or the early months of
’62, so the war was only a few months old when they came up with the idea. As often
happens when wars break out, the number of inventions citizens submit to the patent
office and directly to the army or navy tends to spike.
Their stated objective with this invention was to “produce a plow equal, if not superior,
in point of strength and lightness to that implement as ordinarily made, and at the
same time to combine in its construction the elements of light ordinance, so that when
the occasion offers it may do valuable service.” The gun was therefore a sort of
secondary intention, presumably made should any of those “Rebs” show up in the
farmer’s field—even though French and Fancher were hundreds of miles from where
any Confederate actions ever occurred. One Kansas paper of the day noted their
invention, reporting that “the inventors plan to sell it to planters in the Border States for
use against rebel guerrillas. It is a curious invention, to say the least” (That said, by the
end of the century the patent landed a spot in a newspaper article on “Patent Office
Cranks”).
The gun portion, smooth and integral with the plough (“symmetrical and pleasing to
the eye” and more like a 3 in. ordnance rifle, unlike the more regular cannon-like
drawing with reinforces that Rob found from Strange) could also be made separately
and bolted on. French and Fancher stated that the gun could have a projectile that
15

could “vary from … one to three pounds weight without rendering it cumbersome as a
plow.” Still, they seem to have tried to reinvent the gun in a way: “At an elevation a
little above the moldside the metal is suddenly extended … to a form circular in its
cross-section, which it continues to its forward extremity…, diminishing gradually in
diameter, except a slight enlargement or bead at the end.” They were apparently
aware of cannon casting methods, for they noted that the gun could be made “with a
bore … which may be formed by casting with a core, or drilled or bored out, or by any
other means that will produce this result in a manner adapted to its uses.” They
stipulated a reinforced vent hole but the muzzle also had vertical hole drilled though it
which is where one attaches the clevis to which the horse is yoked (a reinforce around
that clevis hole also served as a front sight or a socket for an inserted blade sight for
more accuracy). That would certainly impede the loading of the gun, and you
certainly would not want to load it beforehand—in case there were riders in the area—
and have an accidental discharge with an iron bolt blocking the muzzle!
French and Fancher claimed that,
Its utility as an implement of the twofold capacity described is unquestionable,
especially when used in border localities, subject to savage feuds and guerrilla warfare.
As a means of defence in repelling surprises and. skirmishing attacks on those engaged
in a peaceful avocation it is unrivalled, as it can be immediately brought into action by
disengaging the team, and in times of danger may be used in the field, ready charged
with its deadly missiles of ball or grape. The [plow]share serves to anchor it firmly in the
ground and enables it to resist the recoil, while the hand-levers furnish convenient
means of giving it the proper direction.
As far as can be ascertained, no one ever seriously manufactured this plow-gun.
As long as we are on odd ordnance patents, I might offer another slightly mad
invention inspired by another war, in this case WWI: US patent no. 1,183,492 issued to
Albert Bacon Pratt of Lyndon, Vermont in 1916 for, simply, “Weapon.” More specifically
the patent with three pages of detailed drawings was for a "gun adapted to be
mounted on and fired from the head of the marksman." In over seven pages of text
specifications enumerating four dozen minute and diverse ways in which his patent was
new and desiring of protection under the law, Pratt (indeed, a case of nominative
determinism?) proposed and included a pneumatic mouth tube for firing the gun,
which included a spring-fed clip for up to about 6 rounds, and a chamber inside the
helmet to capture the spent cartridge casings (careful, hot!). A quick internet search
for “Pratt’s Helmet Gun” will bring up numerous sites discussing it. Amusingly, some
serious engineering authors have even seen Pratt’s dangling aiming sight as the first
“head mounted display’ (HMD) and in 2007 the Canadian TV show “The Re-Inventors”
tried to reconstruct it (“What could go wrong?” was the tag line)!
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Notes
1. Probably William Henry Fancher (18351892), who farmed in New York State until
he moved to Oregon in 1873. William Hoyt
Fancher, The Fancher Family (Milford, NH:
Cabinet Press, 1947), 90.
2. The Weekly News-Democrat (Emporia,
Kansas) July 26, 1862, p. 4. “Patent Office
Cranks,” The Clyde Argus (Clyde, Kansas)
July 25, 1890, p. 8: “With due deference to
the originality of the conception of the
inventors, it does not appear that the
‘plough gun’ or ‘gun plough’ has come
into very general use.” This article ran in a
number of papers across the country in July
and Aug. that year.
3. Bob Foote and Jim Melzer, A History of Helmet Mounted Displays at Rockwell Collins, SPIE
Defence & Commercial Sensing Conference on Head- and Helmet-Mounted Displays,
Baltimore, MD, 2015, vol. 9470-25; Gerald F. Marshall, “Back From The Past: The Helmet
Integrated System Of Albert Bacon Pratt (1916),” Proc. SPIE 1116, Helmet-Mounted Displays
(5 September 1989) at https://doi.org/10.1117/12.960891. “The Re-Inventors” started in 2007
– this episode was broadcast on 12th July 2011.
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From Rick Hatton – Membership Secretary - The Friends of the RA Collections
New RA Museum at Avon Camp, Netheravon
You may be aware that plans are moving forward for a new RA Museum at the
Avon Camp site close to Netheravon. This site is being offered by the MOD to the
project and although it brings challenges seems to be the only option currently on
offer. Some local residents have raised objections to the outline plans, although no
formal planning application has yet been made. The link below is to a counter
petition which supports the outline plans and may be valuable in the future
planning application. If you wish to add your support please access the petition
and add your name. You may wish to circulate this to others who may be
interested.
https://www.change.org/p/royal-artillery-museum-the-opportunity-to-show-supportfor-the-new-royal-artillery-museum-at-netheravon
Work will start on the Museum building later this year but in the meantime the RA
Collection and Archives must be maintained and conserved. There is a lot of
supporting work to be done now and the RA Museum team is currently looking for
people who are prepared to volunteer time and effort in the skill areas listed below
– either regularly or occasionally. Partners and friends would also be welcome.
Amateurs and professionals are equally needed; energy and enthusiasm are as
important as formal qualifications. It is possible that some of the tasks could be
done at home (by arrangement with the RAM team).
The skill areas for volunteers are listed below, with the contact details in each area.
If you are able to volunteer or need more details please contact the listed person.
Please copy me in on emails (rickhatton@hotmail.com) as it will enable the Friends
to monitor our volunteer efforts and provide support if needed.
Museum Project: Please apply to: Maj Gen Nick Eeles, RAM Project Director.
Email: nheeles@hotmail.com
 Project management
 Interpretation
 Knowledge of Design and Build contracts
Administration: Please apply to: Mr Simon Wright, RAM Operations Manager.
Email: sw@RoyalArtilleryMuseum.com
 Good Social Media skills
 Catalogue database management
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Maintenance and Conservation of the RA Collection of Guns, Launchers, Vehicles,
Equipment, Artefacts, Uniforms etc:
 Welder
 Vehicle mechanics
 Carpenter
 Auto electrician
 Tailoring (military uniforms)
Please apply to: Simon Wright, RAM Operations Manager.
Email: sw@RoyalArtilleryMuseum.com
Archives (from Apr/May 2020 after WW1 Records have been digitized): Please
apply to Ms Siân Mogridge, RA Archivist. Email: sm@RoyalArtilleryMuseum.com

Good computer skills, including familiarity with Microsoft Word and
Outlook, or similar software

Good written communication skills

Ability to work methodically and efficiently, and to follow procedures

Interest in the Royal Artillery and its history
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Rob Morgan
Is This a 2pdr?
I was drifting around Chapel Bay Fort
Museum in Pembrokeshire, which is one
of Wales' newest Museums and contains
a great deal of interest to the ordnance
enthusiast. More of that fort will follow.
I came upon this gun and single dummy
round in one of the maintenance sheds,
one of a number of 'on-the-hoof photos I
took, and didn't look at until much later.
When I finally did, I almost certainly
came to the conclusion it and the plate
behind it belong together and are from
an armoured car, but I'm not sure which
particular AFV. A Daimler possibly?
Can anyone help? I think it's a 2pdr gun,
but the breech was swathed in a large
oily rag, as the shield and gun had just
received a coat of paint.
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THE ORDNANCE SOCIETY
MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING HELD ON SUNDAY 2 FEBRUARY 2020
At Fort Nelson by kind permission of The Royal Armouries
The meeting commenced at 12.05 pm. Present TP NH NG GW, IMcK, GS
1. Apologies for absence: Nick Reed
2. Minutes of the meeting of 3 June 2019 - Correction: TP had not agreed to free to
access to the OSNL on our website for past Newsletters; it would be hard work to
take off all the passwords. But future Newsletters would be free to access to all.
3. Matters arising.
Adding return address to N/L and OSJ envelopes:
agreed to use stick-on return address label.
Action: IMcK to provide new members’ names to GW to insert in N/L as a
welcome and notifications of deceased members.
4. Chairman’s Report. See below
5. Treasurer’s Report. See below
Cost of postage of OSJ Jnl remains a problem. TP has looked into it: reducing the
weight of the OSJ to under the critical overseas 250g is essential to keeping the
cost down.
Action: TP to liaise with Kay Smith, Publisher and Clive Woodley, OSJ Editor,
regarding number of pages and paper weight to keep weight under 250 gm.
6. Secretary's Report.
The following dates for Board Meetings this year have been circulated and no
objections received.
The dates are therefore: 3rd May; 2nd August, to include AGM; 1st November. It
would appear that the first and last of these could be conference calls.
For a location in the South, Nick Reed has kindly offered to arrange the use of
Fort Cumberland.
Location for our AGM was discussed. Various locations suggested: if South
preferred, Fort Cumberland; Farnborough Air Sciences Trust.
If North: RAF Cosford; Yorkshire Air Museum, York [good on AA gunnery,]. NG
kindly offered to ask the Yorkshire Air Museum for a meeting room, ½ day; tour;
go on board a plane, and see behind the scenes. Royal Armouries Museum
Leeds could be a reserve location but we have met there several times.
Action: NH to ask Peta for the original OS publicity leaflet files done but not
received.
7. Membership Secretary's Report.
Increase of membership of 6 since Conference, one from China; total now 154.
8. Editor’s Report. See Below
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9. Newsletter Editor’s Report.
GW explained that he now finds typing harder work, but he will continue to edit
the N/L for another year after AGM. This kind offer was welcomed by the Board.
Sadly, GW would not stand at our next AGM.
10. Visits Secretary's Report.
NG’s report and list of visits were welcomed: prompt booking was
recommended. Since Peta Knott’s resignation, NG agreed to take on the FB
part of the Publicity Officer’s role. This offer was very welcome but success
depended on contributions from us.
Action. Members were urged to provide NG with a piece every month for FB:one
photo and 200 words.
11. Any other business. None.
12. Date and place of next meeting: Sunday 3 May 1000 conference call.
The meeting closed at 1548 hrs, with the Board’s thanks to the Royal Armouries for
providing a meeting room.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chair/Secretary’s Report - Further discussion and notes
Agenda Item 4
Before the meeting, the Chairman had forwarded the following matters for discussion.
Comments from Board members at the meeting are incorporated, with actions.
1. Remote board meetings are certainly an option where board members are unable
to travel to a board meeting but are able to participate remotely from their own PC.
We may not always have access to a ‘professional’ system like ‘Go to Meeting’, used
last year at Fort Cumberland. My personal preference is for face-to-face meetings;
with remote meetings only used for meetings on a specific topic.
GW uses online meetings a lot – he likes ‘Go to Meeting’ but it isn’t free. Possible to
have a free trial, which we could do in turn. Next OSB meeting will be online.
2. The OS does need to improve its income stream as well as membership and I have a
suggestion to help achieve both these goals. I have a significant number of
documents [eg Royal Arsenal, Woolwich WWII archives, plus any from OSB members].
that could be assembled into a range of monographs, pamphlets and booklets. The
items could be advertised on the OS website and in N/L; TP would be prepared to
share a portion of the nett sales revenue with the OS.
If these rare documents can be suitably scanned, they could be published online
through a site, which does the admin and takes a cut for that, readers would pay a
small sub for access.
Action: TP and NG to develop ideas.
3. The storage of ‘archive’ OS publications is growing problem where a solution is
required. At the moment Journals and Newsletters are held by Ian McKenzie, Graham
Whittington and TP. GW has the spare copies of Journals Vols 1 – 24, IMcK has the spare
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copies of Journals Vol 25 together with an unknown number of the A5 colour N/Ls, and
TP the spare Journals Vol 26 and Newsletters No 128; together with a master ‘set’ of one
of each of the Journals.
We have to decide what the spare copies are for. I believe that sending out the most
recent Journal and Newsletter to new members is a good starting point and as we
have no CDs left, there isn’t much else! Now that we have all of the Journals and
Newsletters available to download electronically from the website, the need for
additional hard-copies will probably only arise from academics or academic
establishments. I reduced the print run from the usual 100 to 85 for Newsletter No 128
and just under 70 were posted. There are more Journal Vols 26 left and these need to
be transferred to Ian for issue to new members.
4. We need a stock check on what publications we have, where they can be
held/stored in future (GW doesn’t want to keep them in his potentially damp storage
area); and most important a policy of what to do with current and future publications.
Agreed. Action: GW and IMcK to send stock check to TP; reduce OSJ print run to 180
and N/L to 85.
5. Following the success of our conference with the NAS in 2019, should we plan for
Conference this year or next year? And if so what on and if joint, who with?
Agreed: not this year. A partner organisation is the main question.
NG mentioned that the Royal Armouries is planning more conferences: two per year.
2020 will have one on the Field of the Cloth of Gold.
NG agreed to suggest the Royal Armouries doing one with OS in 2021. He would also
ask the Naval Dockyards Society.
6. BIG CANNON PROJECT. Should the OS ‘officially’ support this, and if so, how? As Nick
Reed could not attend this Board, he has sent a detailed report on the current situation
at TPs request [circulated] for our overview of the Project.
Agreed to support the Project. OSB members to try it out if not already familiar.
But how? OS individuals to enter data; to use the Project feedback form. OS to make
no financial contribution. We should start with mutual internet links.
NB other databases, eg those of: RA, RAI, Charles Trollope, Kay & Ruth, Rudi Roth. There
appeared to be no easy way that these would be incorporated into the Project; in the
case of the Royal Armouries, a very basic version of the collection database is
accessible through the Royal Armouries’ website.
Action. We have talked at some length over the past few years about other surveys
including more modern artillery - should we look at/suggest extending the Big Cannon
Project to include more modern artillery [i.e. BL, QF].
Action. TP will continue to work on his Excel database for BL QF that can be uploaded
as necessary and will provide a paper on his ideas for this.
7. We are short of our full constitutional ten board members; with new projects and
tasks outlined above there is a need to recruit more members and/or volunteers. For
example, Steve Walton in the US did a super job in scanning our Journals which are
now on the website and currently Alastair Fyfe is completing the onerous task of
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indexing the Newsletters.
TP suggested we invite Alastair Fyfe, this welcomed.
Action. TP to ask him if he would be willing. Action complete.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Geoff Smith, Honorary Treasurer - Ordnance Society Board meeting 2/2/20
Summary of accounts
Printing costs1
Print OSJ Vol 25
Postage OSJ
Print OSJ Vol 26
Postage OSJ
Newsletter 127
Print
Postage2
Newsletter 128
Print
Postage
Web site renewal
Conference expenses

£
1434.00
691.31
1387.00
454.37

115 .00
108.41
85.00
107.58
50.65
343.89

Sundries, Journals to BL, Fliers etc3

Current balances4
Community Account
Business Account
Total available assets

839.76
7380.30 (inc interest £4.08)
8220.06

Our major expenditure continues to be publications with postage a very significant
factor.
1. Journal costs vary with No. of pages
2. Postage is a GPO drop and Go account and includes elements of more than one
journal.
3. Sundries include eg postage of individual journals not included in the bulk post etc.
4. Cash is transferred from business (savings) account to community as required
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Clive Woodley - OSJ Editor - Report for OS Board Meeting in February 2020 Volume 26 (2019) of the OSJ has successfully been produced and was distributed in the
December 2019. Many sincere thanks to Kay Smith and Trevor Parker for all their
assistance and support. A particularly big thanks to the Board who allowed the issue to
be produced in colour again.
Volume 26 contained the remaining papers from the backlog that had built up over
the last few years. That backlog has now disappeared.
Work to produce Volume 27 (2020) is already underway.
Two articles were in the pipeline but have been withdrawn for various reasons.
The following papers have been recommended for publication in a future journal from
the NAS/OS Conference in November:
 Daniel Pascoe - HMS Invincible: enhancing our understanding of the Georgian
navy’s organisation maintenance and operation of the naval gunnery system
 Augusto Salgado - Lost with Lisbon in sight. A review of underwater finds with
ordnance at the mouth of Tagus River, Portugal
 Dennis McCarthy - Historic shipwrecks of the Thousand Islands
 Michael Curtis - Hierapytna and the Hellenistic and Roman harbours of Crete,
Greece.
The following papers are in the pipeline and are likely to be published in Volume 27:
Geoff Smith - Saltpetre: The soul of Gunpowder
Jonathan Davies - Henry VIII and his Apostles
John Tomkinson - The three reaction regimes of the first artillery propellant:
serpentine
 Jonathan Davies - Gun arrows
 Terry Gander - Nebelwerfer! German Army WW2 Field Artillery Rockets
N.R. Jenzen-Jones has promised a paper but it will have to wait until his return to the UK.




This means there should be sufficient papers to fill up Volume 27 (just). There is scope for
1-2 more papers to be squeezed in, depending on the response from the NAS/OS four.
Some previous authors have been invited to submit new papers. No date has yet been
set for the publication of Volume 27. The preference is for the last quarter of 2020.
Any questions or comments will be gratefully received.
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ORDNANCE SOCIETY VISITS 2020 (from May 2020)

Message from Neil Grant - We did have an extensive visit programme for this year, but
things have obviously been disrupted by the pandemic. Some visits over the next few
months have been cancelled, and those booked have been informed. We will wait and
see how visits later in the year will be affected, but will not cancel visits after April until
the situation is more clear.
Please contact neilgrant2@yahoo.co.uk if you are interested in attending any of these
events. See the website for more details and for ‘additional events’ which will only have a
limited number of places and will only be organised once we know how many people are
interested.

Indoor Skydiving (16 May, £73)
This basically uses a wind tunnel standing on its end, with fans powerful enough to suspend
you in the air as if you are flying.
Tudor Cookery Workshop (Hopefully May, £60)
A day in a 16th century farmhouse with a historic food expert, learning to cook Tudor
recipes with reproduction utensils - note that this is not the same as the Tudor Baking day
we ran last year
D-Day Story & Southsea Castle (24 May, £10)
A visit to the D-day story museum in Portsmouth, full of items related to (unsurprisingly) Dday, including the huge Overlord embroidery and then the Tudor Southsea Castle,
Flint Knapping & Stone Tool Making (13 June, £80)
A day with an experimental archaeologist – knapping flint to make a variety of prehistoric
stone tools that you can take home at the end of the day
Vickers Machine Gun Collection (20 June, £10)
A definite must for anyone with an interest in the Great War, this gives us an afternoon of
hands-on access to a very extensive collection.
Cobbaton Combat Collection (12 July, £9)
A visit to a private military museum in Devon, with a collection of 50+ WW2 and post-war
armoured and softskin vehicles plus smaller items
Fort Nelson (19 July, Parking charge only)
This session includes a guided tour of the fort and the collection, including firing
demonstration of several artillery pieces.
Crofton Beam Engines (26 July, £8)
A visit to the Victorian static steam engines near Marlborough, which pumped water for the
Kennet & Avon canal on a day when the engines are in steam
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REME museum & reserve collection (Hopefully 8 Aug, £13)
Lyneham - morning tour of the regular museum and pm we get to visit the additional
vehicles in the reserve collection
Vintage Bus to Imber Restricted Village (15 August (provisional), pay on day)
In 1943, the village of Imber (near Warminster) was requisitioned for military training. The
civilian population was never able to return after the war, and the village continued to be
used for urban combat training.
Battle Archery (23 Aug, £35)
This is effectively the archery equivalent of paintball.
Avebury, Silbury & West Kennet (6 September 2019, Free)
A guided tour of these related Neolithic monuments in Wiltshire. Note that this visit will
involve a certain amount of walking
Vulcan Bomber Cockpit Experience (12 September, £20)
A chance to get on board one of the most iconic British cold war aircraft.
Stonehenge Stone Circle Special Access (13 Sept, £15)
This is one of two annual special stone circle access trip that allows a limited number of
people inside the rope barriers around the monument, and into the circle itself.
Bronze Age Axe Casting (3 October, £100)
A day learning to make a mould from clay, melt the metal and then cast your own bronze
axe that you can finish by removing the flash and take away at the end of the day
Tank Driving Day (10 October, £175)
Pretty much what it says on the tin – you get to drive four different military vehicles - Near
Winchester, no prior experience necessary.
Oxford castle (10 October, £12.50)
Oxford castle was inaccessible to the public for a long time, as it was within what was then
oxford prison. Note that there are a lot of stairs on this trip
British Museum Exhibition “Thomas Becket: Saint & Martyr” (22 Nov, £20)
This is the British Museum’s big annual winter exhibition for 20/21, with loans from other major
museums.
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3.7” QF-AA Gun on a Canadian Ram Tank Chassis (WWII)
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